BIo H.O.G.

**LIQUID BACTERIA HYDROCARBON DEGRADER**

**BIO H.O.G.** is a liquid bacteria hydrocarbon degrader that contains strains of microorganisms, selected for their synergistic qualities to biodegrade hydrocarbons. **BIO H.O.G.** microorganisms are selected for their performance under aerobic and anaerobic conditions. **BIO H.O.G.** is formulated for optimum cleaning of hard surfaces contaminated with petroleum products and is also ideal for treating drains clogged with hydrocarbon based oils and greases. **BIO H.O.G.** contains organisms that will degrade a wide range of hydrocarbons including: gasoline, diesel, crude oil, benzene, toluene, ethyl benzene and xylene.

---

**FOR USE BY:**
- Auto Service Station
- Auto Dealerships
- D.O.T.
- Diesel Power Stations
- Equipment Rental
- Hospital
- Industrial Plants
- Machine Shops
- Municipalities
- Parks and Recreation
- Pumping Stations
- School Bus Garage
- Part Manufacturers
- Tractor Dealers
- Transport Companies
- Utility Companies
- Valve Manufacturers

**FOR USE ON:**
- Carpet/Upholstery
- Counter Tops
- Floors
- RTV Holding Tank
- Dumpsters/Shutes
- Loading Docks
- Carpet Cleaning
- Kennels
- Lagoons/Tanks
- Sludge Systems
- Drains
- System Upset
- Grease Traps
- Lift Stations
- Septic Tanks
- Digesters/Clarifiers
- Oil and Grease
- Collection Systems
- Wet Wells
- Water Fountains

**FEATURE-BENEFIT:**
- Restores & Maintains Drains.
- Deep Cleans Surfaces.
- Enhances Natural Processes.
- Eliminates Unsightly Areas.
- Reduces Pollution Liability.
- Lowers Disposal Costs.

**DIRECTIONS:**
FLOOR: One gal. will treat 1,000 sq. ft. For hard surfaces such as concrete dilute the product at least 20 to 1 with water and spray over the area. Allow to soak for several hours or overnight then rinse the surface. Can be used on wood, metal porcelain, plastics, gravel and railroad ballasts. Can be used on soils and beaches and is suitable for cleaning many textiles.

**TECHNICAL DATA:**
- **Form:** Free-flowing Liquid
- **Color:** Orange
- **Fragrance:** Orange
- **Specific Gravity:** 1.0
- **Nutrient Content:** Biological nutrients, surfactants & stimulants
- **Plate Count:** 250 billion per liter
- **Plate Count:** 100 billion per gallon

**CONTACT INFORMATION**
OFFICE: 1-888-6PURITY (678-7489)
FAX 1-877-9PURITY (978-7489)
ADDRESS: 114 SOUTHFIELD PKWY SUITE 120 FOREST PARK GA. 30297
www.puritychemicals.com

SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR MSDS
M.S.D.S.

Bio H.O.G. USA

Eye Contact
Inhalation
Ingestion
Immediate Treatment / Antidote
Delayed Effects

Exposure Guidance
Personal Protective Equipment
Respiratory
Hand
Eye

MSDS No Bio H.O.G. USA

Bio H.O.G. USA

Bioaccumulative potential: Not Likely
Aquatic Toxicity: Not Known

UN number
Primary Hazard
Packing Group
Hazardous Substances
Class
Emergency Action Code

Additional Information
Use of this material may be governed by the following regulations:

Other Information
This material must not be used for direct contact with food.

Legal Disclaimer

The above information in this MSDS was obtained from sources which we believe are reliable. HOWEVER, THE INFORMATION IS PROVIDED WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, REGARDING ITS CORRECTNESS. THE PERSONS OR ENTITIES OF SALE, STORAGE, USE AND DISPOSAL OF THE PRODUCT ARE RESPONSIBLE AND MUST APPROPRIATELY AND KNOWN FOR THIS AND OTHER REASONS, WE DO NOT ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY AND EXPRESSLY DISCLAIM LIABILITY FOR, DAMAGE OR EXPENSE ARISING OUT OR IN ANY WAY CONNECTED WITH THE HANDLING, STORAGE, OR USE OF THIS PRODUCT.